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4 key pillar
to implement a
Code

 Governance
 Alignment

 Member adherence
 External Engagement

 Governance is fundamental

GOVERNANCE

 Alive vs. lost in office shelves
 Should be governed by the members and staff

 Should be create by the collective
 Not by one person or a small team
 Should have involvement of the members

Success
Indicators

 Building early buy-in among members as the code is
revised in critical

 Has the code been approved by a Board and/or the full
membership, as well as publicly endorsed by the
association’s leadership?

 Once a code of ethics is in place, ideally created and
endorsed by the members, the next step is to see the
code communicated to the association’s members on a
frequent basis.

 This is a key step to keeping the code of ethics alive, after

Key take away

it has been adopted. This can include routine code
training and awareness sessions, circulating the code
on a periodic basis to your members by mail and email,
as well as incorporating the code into other association
activities that do not seem to related to ethics.

 The code should always be visible to members when they
are engaging with the association.

 Frequent reminders and attention will keep buy-in strong.
 The code should also be posted online along with other
materials that can help the members and other
stakeholders to understand and follow it.

 To continue with the same approach on success

Sufficient
Resources

indicators for effective code governance: once you have
a code of ethics that was created and endorsed by the
membership, as well as that is routinely communicated
to the membership, the next success indicator is
ensuring there are sufficient resources or procedures in
place to sustain the code’s governance over time.

 Some associations can be well intended in developing

Top priority

and launching the code, communicating it to members,
but then the process starts to slow down and become
less of a priority. This is perhaps the most unfortunate
circumstance.

 A code of ethics should always be an association’s top
priority. And nothing can be considered a top priority if
the code is not sufficiently resourced and has
procedures around it to ensure it is sustained as a
priority.

 So if you have a well-supported, communicated, and

Support to the
members

resourced code of ethics, the association is much better
positioned to offer a diverse training program, ideally
that supports member adherence as well as external
stakeholder awareness.

 Some associations with a well-governed code can also
setup a process to provide one-on-one assistance for
any member company that is looking to learn more and
to align their business practices. This means providing
a reliable option for members to outreach to the
association for help.

 Some associations will also consider code complaint or

Code compliant
and violation
procedure

violation procedures, but this greatly depends on the
environment on a country-by-country basis.

 If a code of ethics does have a complaint procedure, it is
very important that the code be very well governed
with all of the items we have mentioned, or else there
are risks that the compliant or violation procedure loses
credibility.

 Lastly, as you know, codes can become stagnant as the
world around us continues to change.

 A well governed code of ethics will be routinely

Continous
improvement &
update

reviewed and deliberated upon by the association,
ideally the leadership and in many cases an ethics
committee, to determine if any updates are needed.

 This will help to ensure the association’s focus on the
code is always progressive and working to improve the
ethical business environment for the sector.

 You never want to give rise to the view that the code is
out-of-date. This is also a great leadership role for any
association in the market.
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